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'I11ANK vou. My mandate Is to examine U1e Implementation of the hunting. fishing. 
and trapping provisions of the Agreement. with a focus on the social Im pacts of the 
processes. As a social scientist and applied anthropologist. my own work during the 
last five years has focused on the changes In the Cree hunting economy after the 
Agreement. and on the workings of the various committees and boards set up under 
theAgreement to Implement the provisions relating to hunting. fishing. and trapping. 
In the space available, I will try to present a concise summary of the Impacts of the 
Agreement to date In these areas. In this process I will draw on the knowledge and 
work of many others, often more Involved In aspects of the con tin ulng process than 
I have been. Some of this other work has been published, much of lt communicated 
In discussions and commentaries which I have drawn on freely.• 

I will examine the Impacts of the Agreement on the hunting acllvltles of the native 
peoples from the point of view of their aspirations, and look at the legal regimes and 
bureaucratic structures established from the polnt of view of the stated puryoscs of 
the relevant provisions of the Agreement. 

In the view of the majority of Cree people who supported Its signing. the provisions 
of the Agreement relating to hunting. fishing. and trapping were the most Important 
features of the Agreement. Of primary Importance were the provtsfons of the closely 
related hunting, fishing. and trapping regtme, the hunters' support programs. the 
environmental protection provisions, and the provisions for economk development 
of renewable-resource-based Industries� Project modifications and lands were also 
of widespread Importance, as were certain other sections. but few others were as 
widely considered as these. I had less direct experience of the processes In Inuit 
communities, but there my Impressions were that while regional and local govern
ance was the primary Issue, hunting, fishing, and trapping provisions also ranked 
high In their considerations. 

I will begin by outlining the native people·s aspirations for the hunting, fishing, and 
trapping provisions, as I understood them. I think that the statements made In the 
Cree villages at the time Indicate that the major aspirations were twofold: (I) to 
provide for the continuation of the hunting societies of their communities -what has
been called the hunting way of life - by reversing the pressures which had been 
reducing participation In hunting during the previous two decades, and enhancing
the opportunities for the young and for future generations to continue hunting as a
prtmary activity: and (2} to establish a new relationship with Quebec and Canada, 
a relationship of mutual respect and of mutual responsibility, one that would Include 
respect by and for all resource users, and for the conservation of the re�urces 
themselves. 
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Before examining the fulfillment of these aspirations. however. I must quickly review 
U1e main provisions of the Agreement relating to hunting. fishing. and trapping. 'I11e 
Agreement recognizes the right of native people to hunt. fish. and trap all k.Jnds of 
animals at all times. over all the lands within the lenitortcs covered by the 
Agreement. on the one major condition that these harvesting rtghts are subject lo the 
conservation of wlldllfe. A definition of conservation was drafted which gave prtorlty 
to native needs over those of sport hunters and fishermen. Priority to native peoples 
was given effect through a series of measures. Including areas and species whose use 
Is exclusive to the native people. 

In the case of the Cree. the Agreement recognized the Cree system of hunting tc1Tt
toi-ics and hunting-tcrrttory bosses. which Is the Cree system for self-management 
of wikllife harvesting. With respect to the areas used by the Cree and the Inuit people. 
the Agreement recognized the right of the native peoples lo define and adjust the 
areas of the I r harvest Ing actlvtt les. Both these provisions provide na t lve peoples wt t h 
the right to adjust harvesting as circumstances change. without the Intervention of 
the provincial or federal governments. 

The Agreement provides that the Quebec and federal governments wlll exercise legal 
aut hortty and enforcement powers over most of the region. although they would only 
do so in conformity with the regime eslabllshed by the Agreement. and only after 
co11sultatlon with and advice from a Coordinating Committee composed equally of 
government and native appointees. The Agreement provided that there would be 
signilicant control of non-native activities In the territory of Northern Quebec by 
means of an enforceable regime. and through expansion oflhe outfitting network in 
the region. which would provide an opportunity for significantly Increased participa
tion by native peoples In outfitting enterprises. Finally. the Agreement provided for 
an income securtty program for Cree hunters. a community hunters· support pro
gram for Inuit. and economic Incentives to develop renewable-resource-based 
economics In the native communities. 

At the lime of the negotiation of the Agreement. the future of the hunting way of life 
was a matter of some concern and debate In the court case. among the various parties 
to f he negoti:-illons whtr.h followed the court case, and In al least some of the native 
villages as well. 111e viablllly of hunting as a way of llfe was not clear, given the 
pressures and declines that had been experienced In the previous decades. 

111e first and most crttlcal lest of the effectiveness of the Agreement Is therefore Its 
Impact on the survival and security of the hunting way of life. 1be actual develop
ments In hunting and the Impacts of the Agreement can be summarized and 
discussed In point form. 

1 The number of Cree people who make hunting their main productive activity 
Increased by about one-third ln the years Immediately following the signing of the 
Agreement. mainly as a response to the Introduction of the Income Security Program 
for Cree hunters. trappers. and fishermen (ISP). The number ofCree people hunting 
as their maJn productive activity quickly rose from about 700 to about 900 on 
average. The Agreement therefore Initially met one of the aspirations of the Cree. 
namely. lo reverse the declines In participation In hunting activities. To do this It had 
to Insulate hunters from the frequent variations In their cash Incomes resulting from 
Instabilities In world fur markets. and from the frequent changes In government 
social assistance and economic development policies. 

To put the overall level of Cree participation In perspective. In 1982-83. when 1 122 
beneficiary units were registered. they represented about 43 percent of the resident 
adult population of the Cree villages. However. vartatlons among the eight Cree 
communities were considerable. with ISP participation ranging from approximately 
one-quarter to over one-half of the community populations. 
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2 The Agreement has enhanced traditional social fonns and practices. In particu
lar. there has been an increase In the numbers of families going to the bush as 
groups. and there has also been a continuation of the traditional practice of multi
family hunting groups as the niatn resldenllal units In the bush. In this respect the 
Agreement has mel another explicit Cree objective. the ge neral maintenance of the 
traditional social organization of hunllng. 

Al the community level there have also been se veral cha11ges In the social organiza
tion of harvesting decision - making practices. most n�lalcd lo lhe pressures that the 
growth of participation has put on coordinated de cisio11 - making. A5 a 1·e sult of the 
need for greater coordinati on. cm1111111111ty - l e vcl declsio11s corH·erning hunting land 
and wtldlifc ha1vcstlng have become more formalized. S11cl1 decision-making has 
develo ped because It meets a need which results from the increased Int e nsity of use 
of land and resources. In this sense. then. I he change is not a result of any spccllic 
requirements of the Agreement: most of the 'decisions which arc take n al this level 
arc not related primarily to the legal and administ ralive sl n1cfures established hy the 
Agre ement. hut rat her lo the Cree t 1·adil ion of allocal i11g access to n·s0111Tcs through 
the hunting le1Tltory system. and managing the game pop11bt Ions. 

However. knowledge of the Agre ement - and the refore of French and English - and 

knowledge of the admtnlslrallve structure s set up to i111plt:111ent It. have become 
lmpo11ant resources In this de cision-maki ng process. because of I he new prog1�uns 
and because so much of what non- natives do a!lt'.cls the land a11d wildlife. and the 
relationships with non-natives arc shaped by the pro\'isio11s of the Agreement. As a 
result. middle-aged and some younger men probably ha\'c greater tr11lucnce In the 
process than formerly. Uut It Is also Important that all the acli\'c p articipants In direct 
decisions on harvesting activities al the community level arc l11 tenstvcly engaged In 
the hunting economy. so that al though younger hunters arc more active. declsion
maktng directly about harvesting rests with hunters and not with administrators. 

Nevertheless. It Is also the case t hat hunting activities arc profoundly affected by 
decisions concerning other developmental activities. decisions that were formerly 
taken outside the native communities. 'I11ere Is now frequently a native role In these 
decisions. Native communities and organlzal ions arc now act ivcly undertaking some 
forms of economic land-based development on their own or throi1gh various kinds 
of Joint ventures. 111cy also pla.y a role ln ckciskHb co11ccn1i11g devdoprncnt initiated 
by others. either through the environmental protection regimes or through direct 
negotiations wtth developers. In these cases the Inputs arc o ft e n made by native and 
non-native administrators working for native organizations. and hunters often have 
a limited role. Interviews In communities suggest that hunters arc often not satisfied 
wtth their participation In these decisions. In this respect. the1i;-hunkrs often feel 
that they are still not effective participants In the decisions about development 
activities that affect them. This Is a change they thought the Agreement would bring 
about. but It has not occ.urred. The Agreement has changed decision-making In this 
area. creating some native participation. but without assuring the full and effective 
participation of the hunting sector of the nal ivc communities. 

3 The amount of time hunters spent In the bush increased significantly after the 
Agreement and wtth the Introduction of ISP. and has rtsen slowly since that Initial
Increase. In the first year after the Agreement. the average amount of time
beneficiaries spent In the bush Increased about 25 percent compared to previous 
years. In the years since. there has been a further l 0 percent increase In time spent 
In the bush. These Increases have been In addition to an already Intensive pattern 
of hunting effort. 

The cash incentive ISP provides has therefore been effective as a means of Increasing 
participation tn hunting and of offsetting the significant disincentives to hunt created 
by economic and political conditions In the national and international arenas. 
However. payments are not sufficiently large to eliminate incentives for people who 
do not wtsh to hunt as their major activity. to take wage employment or other 
economic opportunities when these are available. Nor does the cash inccnti\•e lo hunt 
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eliminate U1e Intense work and the considerable skill necessary to hunt safely and 
productively. as sustained overall harvest levels suggest U1e Cree are doing. despite 
the Intense disruption of the environment which has been occurrtng during this 
pc1iod. Nevertheless. hunting Is being disrupted by development activities In many 
areas. as I will Indicate below. 

4 The Agreement has led to substant tat l11crcases 111 production within the domestic 
unit of bush housing. specialized equipment. clothing. heating, and other bush 
services: and of substantial Increases In the use of regional support programs for 
h1111ting. such as bush radio commtmlcatlon systems and bush mccltcal sen:lces. 

5 There have been substantial Increases In the use of goods and services Imported 
into the Cree communities from the Industrial economies of Quebec and Canada. 'l11e 
c111phasls here has clearly been on goods and se1vlccs which Increase the elliclency 
or sec111ity of bush life. but consumer goods have also Increased. Items which aid 
transpm·tatlon and communication have been especially heavily used. 

Tl1c long-term lmpllcatlons of the overall growth In the use of Imported goods and 
services arc not yet clear. 111e growth In the use of Imports was not started by the 
Agreement. but has been accelerated by the benefits It has brought. lt Is likely that 
certain of the goods and sc1vlces now being used arc coming to be seen not only as 
welcome additions to a hunting way of life. but as Indispensable necessities. 

lSJ> was Intended lo stabilize this trend toward Increasing exchanges with external 
markets and to Insulate It from cycles In the Industrial economy and from manipula
tion of the markets on which the native people depend. It seems likely to have done 
this. since the major cash Incomes needed by the Cree to purchase these goods and 
scr\'ices now come from ISP and th�Iefore do not depend on market conditions or 
government social policies. But trt the same tlm<:;. the actual prices that have to be 
paid for the additional use of Industrial Imports have not stabilized. and If they rise 
more quickly than ISP payments. as they appear to have been doing In recent years. 
the threat cannot be.said lo have been completely removed. 

A further threat Is of the Increased Incomes leading to a cycle of consumerism within 
Cree society. and this could work against any stabilizing and buffering effects. 111e 
long-term outcome Is not yet clear. On the k1sis of the limited cbta avallahlc from 
some Cree communities. It appears that the debt of fam!lics Increased when ISP 
sta11ed. from a level equivalent to several months of social aid payments to a level 
equivalent to a quarterly ISP payment. Hecent trends In the Cree communities have 
necessarily been toward a reduction of the Initial rapid growth In consumer 
expenditures which Immediately followed the Implementation of the Agreement. and 
toward a. stablllzaUon In the growth of" consumption of consumer goods. 111ls 
probably renects both the limitations being Imposed by lending agencies and the 
continuing perceptions by Cree hunters that levels of ISP payments are not rising as 
quickly as costs. as well as their fear that the payments might be reduced In order 
lo keep the program within the man-day limits negotiated with Quebec. Whether this 
stabili;r.allon ls a long-term trend or simply a response lo slower growth In Incomes 
ls not entirely clear. but a decline In comments about needed Increases In ISP benefits 
In the last several years points lo the former. In the Inuit communities. where 
hunting-support payments are not to Individuals. Indebtedness ls apparently 
Increasing. 

6 The Agreement has aided the Cree hunting sector of the regional economy lo 
expand during periods of recession In the employment /enterprise /admlnlslrallve 
sector, and to engage a larger number of Cree people In Intensive hunting acUvtlles. 
In 1982-83 the number oflSP beneficiary units rose from 929 to 1 106. an Increase 
of21 percent. About half were men joining the ISP for probably the first Ume. and 
many were young and unable lo find work. How many of these young people Will stay 
on after praclicing Intensive hunting. and if employment Is again more readily 
available, cannot be predicted now. Participation and commitment by young Inuit 
who take up hunting activities may differ from the pattern found In Cree communl-
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Ues. where recruitment of the young appears to equal or exceed the number of older 
community members who cease hunting. 

It ls also Important to note that the present expansion of participation tn hunting 
repeats the role that the native peoples claim the hunting economy has played tn their 
history. that of being the stable and secure economic sector. and one able to absorb 
some of the underemployment created by cycles In the commodit y  and labour 
markets. although ll must be added that hunting clearly cannot absorb all or even 
most of the current underemployment. or the Increasing number of young adults and 
the resultant demand for employment which the future will bring. 

'Il1ls growth of participation In hunting. and t he relative stability of the hunting 
economy. are perceived by some hunters and obse1vers as Indicators of the 
continuing long-tcnn viability and Importance of the hunting way of life to the Cree. 

7 The Agreement has created an Increased confidence among some Cree hunters 
that. after the Insecurities of the) 960s and early 1970s. there has been an Increase
In the viability of the hunting way of life. and this Is reflected In an Increased 
encouragement to yolll1g people to pursue that way of life. ll1e long-tenn effects of 
this pat t ern cannot be precisely predicted. but It Is a good Indicator of a potentially 
positive future for recn11tment to Int ensive hunting. I lowever. there are also 
perceptions that hunting Is gett ing harder as a result of the ext ensive development 
occurring In various areas. and that the Agreement has complicated the lives of 
hunters. ll1ese perceptions may be especially acute In areas where there was li ttle 
effort to enforce wildlife regulations on native people before the Agreement and 
therefore little sense of the relief It has brought from such harassment. as well as In 
areas where extensive development has undermined the Increased confidence 
arising from other provisions of the Agreement. 

8 The Agreement has not resulted In any general or widespread over-utll!zatlon or 
depletion of game resources by the Cree. and the Cree systems of hunt Ing manage
ment have generally continued to work to regulate harvests and conserve wildlife. 
Local problems of wildlife conservation have developed as the management of more 
people hunting for longer periods becomes more complicated. and as the number of 
young and not yet experienced hunters Increases. Uoth hunters and communit y  
organizations have responded with various efforts designed t o  help Inform and 
educate young hunters In Indigenous hunting practices. They have also Initiated 
efforts to distribute hunters more widely and In relation to the condition of the game 
populations. In some communities. bag limits or quotas have been agreed to 
Internally In order to limit the numbers of various species being harvested. 

In much of the area the most Important conservation problems appear to be being 
met successfully by local-level Initiatives. Nevertheless. the long-range outlook ls for 
Increasingly complex tasks facing the local native managers. and there Is a clear need 
to continue adapting Indigenous management practices to changing circumstances. 
While such adaptation has been ongoing and can be expected to continue. the 
Impacts of Increasing development and the lack of credibility of local-level manage
ment In the eyes of administrators and government-mandated wildlife managers 
continue to threaten the efforts of local-level decision-makers. 

9 In spite of these rather positive local developments. It must be emphasized that 
there Is clearly no long-term future for the hunting economies If there Is not, In fact 
as well as In policy. a real prlortty given to land and wildlife resources In the decisions 
about how land and nonrenewable resources are used. Although others will be 
reporting on the Implementation of the envtronmental regimes of the Agreement. I 
need to address these Issues brtefly. Many native hunters fear that unless conser
vation and use of wildlife and land resources are given greater priority than they have 
been accorded recently In development planning and In the decisions on nonrenew
able-resource projects. the future of the hunting way of life will become clouded and 
uncertain. 
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On social. economic, and ecological grounds there are reasons to believe that 
controlled development could be quite extensive and yet remain compatible with 
needed environmental protection as well as being of potential benefit to native 
peoples In the North. 111e view that some considerable fonns of development could 
be compatible with the needs of the hunting way of life has been repeatedly asserted 
by Cree and Inuit hunters. However, an effective way to assure this balance has been 
el11sive. l11 the view of many of the hunters, the environmental regime has not yet been 
strong enough to establish an effective balance between wildlife conservation and 
large-scale development Interests. or to allow Inuit and Cree an enccllve place In the 
planning process. 

10 II was known during the negotiation of the Agreement that some Impacts of 
ongoing and future development would be Inevitable, and provisions were negotiated 
In an attempt to help native hunters to continue their activities and economy despite 
the effects ofclcvclopme11t. To survive the effects of the reduction of wildlife popula
tions Iha! would accompany even regulated development. native peoples clearly 
needed access to other currently under-utilized wildlife resources. 

Access to alternative wildlife resources was provided through the ISP and hunter 
assistance programs and the various measures to give priority to native needs and 
to provide a procedure for guaranteed allocation of available harvests. 

All hough such alten1atlves could not replace the loss suffered by Individual hunters 
through the destruction from development activities of land and wildlife In which a 
lifetime of knowledge and care had been vested. It was foreseen that the relevant 
provisions of the Agreement could provide access to some under-utilized wildlife 
resources and thereby help to reduce the threat of a decline In total community 
t1a1vcsls. To date. these provisions appear to have worked at U1e community level. 
Uctween 1974-75 and 1978-79. no downward trends In total available weights of food 
from han:esting occurred In the affected Cree communities. 

The programs have thus helped the community as a whole to respond. although they 
have not fully remedied or compensated Individuals who have suffered direct losses 
from specific projects. or who have suffered not only a reduction In their own 
activities. but also a reduction In the opportunities U1ey see as being available for 
their chiklren. 

11 '11ie e!Tects of ongoing development. especially forestry and future hydroelectric 
developments, create uncertainty for the future. The major renewable resources the 
Cree use are species that are either relatively localized (for example, moose, beaver. 
non-anadromous fish). In which case the effects of development so far have also been 
localized: or migratory species (for example. geese, smaller populations of caribou) 
whose patterns have been affected only marginally by the developments lo date. 
Future developments are likely to alter this situation. 

To summarize the first part of the paper on the social Impacts of the Agreement on 
U1e maintenance of a hunting way of life. on native participation In hunting. and on 
local-level control of native harvesting activity: to date the Agreement has been a 
partially effective means of maintaining and enhancing the subsistence sector of 
native economy and society. The Agreement has also lessened the Impact of 
government regulations and policing on the native people. but has not been able lo 
secure the future viability of the hunting sector. There are Important doubts among 
hunters that their successes In adjusting to the changes to dale can continue. 
Furthermore, there Is a real sense of tragic loss among those who have already been 
directly and irremediably affected. 

ll will have been noted that most of my comments and data have focused on ilie Cree 
and their region. Insofar as I am familiar with these issues as they affect Inuit regions. 
I believe the conclusions are not fundamentally dissimilar. although al various 
points I have noted specific dtlTerences. especially where I have had differences noted 
tn responses lo the original version of this paper. It ls clear that some of the most 
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dramatic environmental Impacts of the La Grande complex have occurred on Inuit 
lands and afTected their wildlife. especially caribou. and that the.se Impacts have been 
sufTered by Inuit hunters. whose sense of concern for the future Is as pervasive as 
the Cree's. 

'I11e Agreement has maintained or enhanced the h11nting way of life. but it has not 
removed. and has In some ways darkened. the clo11d over Its long-tenn future. 

Research among the Cree of Qudx.�c and related n'.scard1 In va1io11s jurisdictions 
among Indian and Inuit peoples have emphasized tlw cxisknce of complex. socially 
organized systems for making decisions and directing hunting activities and for 

distributing and consuming the product s thereof. In l11creasl11gly freque nt cases. 
these systems have been shown to be eflccllve not only in co11strainl11g the use of 

The Issues in the Negotiation wlldllfe resources but. at least under cert al 11 conditions. 111 managing and con serving 
of a Coordinating Committee the resources as well. 

An lmJXfftanl factor In this capability Is the cxtc11si\'e knowl<'dge tl1;1t senior l11mkrs 

have of the land and wlklllfe they manage. ·111is k11owkdg1· co11ws fro111 oliscn·i11g 
ti·ends In game - population Indicator.; and harvests o\'cr many years. I f;in:csts cm 

be adjusted In response to these trends. In tlu_· case of 111oosc and l><:a\'cr. t he 

observed Indicators Include trends In numbc1·s of a11i111al signs and sightings . 
numbers of moose yards and beaver colonies. slZ<'.S of aggn·gat io11s or colonies. age 
and s_ex stn1ct ures. frequency ofhirths. the freq11cncy oft wtr111 lng 111 moose. the size 
of coliorts among beaver Uudged In part from ohse1Ya I ions of pbccn ta) scars du r·i ng 
butchering). and the general health of the animals . These arc precisely the kinds of 

data that non-native game managers try to get lo order lo mana ge moose and beaver 
populations. Senior Cree hunters who have returned frequently to the sa111e h1111tlr1g 
territories. and who know these distinct tracts (which average alxrnt I 200 square 
kilometres) over a pertod of many years. have detailed knowledge of the g;1111e 
populations they hunt and manage. In the negotiations. the Cree and l1111it people 
argued that their capabilities as managers should be ackoowlcclgcd lot he structure 
of the Agreement. and this was done In several places. 

Although native harvesting was glven recogn It Ion in the Agreement. t Ii Is Is not to say 
that the local native systems can be Isolated from outside Interventions. I !!story had 
shown that the actions of non-natives can disrupt the systems. The historical 
limttatlon of the local management systems lay In their ability to regulate the 
actlvttles of members of the indigenous community only. and this is why simple 
governmental recognition of the systems. however Important. was Insufficient. 
Means were still needed to regulate non-Cree use and the clTccts of this use on 
wildlife. Some form of governmental and administrative authority was therefore also 
essential for elTectlve management. 

For their part. the government negotiators were aware that in the highly decentral 
ized systems o f  hunting camps and hunting territories that characterize Inuit and 
Cree hunting respectively. only the most general and therefore cumbersome regula
tions can be enforced by a centralized authority. 

lnls situation provtded an Incentive for a common agreement that a regime Involving 
both native and governmental Inputs was In the Interests of wildlife management and 
of wildlife users. Thus. there was a need to articulate the indigenous systems with 
management systems designed to regulate non-native activities. and there was a 
mutual benefit In recognizing both systems. Most of the specific provisions of the 
Agreement are designed around such needs. 

During the court case against the James Bay hydroclectrtc project and In U1e negotia
tions leading to the Agreement. the Indigenous people consistently asserted that 
their aboriginal rights included a right to haivest and use wildlife resources without 
being subject to governmental authority. In their understanding. these lights derl\'ed 
from God and were confirmed by contlnt1ing use and need. lnelr lights could and 
should be given legal form and protection. but they did not deliw from the 
constituted legal system. 
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A central expression In the Cree phrasing of the Issue ls reciprocity: the reciprocity 
that should exist between men and animals, among native hunters. and between 
native and non-native users of the land. Such reciprocity Is shown by respect. the 
respect Crees show to animals by not over exploiting them. and by the rituals for 
prncesslng and consuming them; the respect among hunters for the needs of others 
and the sharing of resources; and the respect which should exist between natives 
and non-natives, who should each use resources In such a way as to respect the 
needs of the other. 

The native peoples argued that they had conserved and managed the w1ldlife of 
Northern Quebec and that was why there were substantial wildlife populations there 
today. hut that a new relationship was needed with government and non-natives In 
order to deal with the Impacts on Northern Quebec of large-scale development 
projects and of sport hunters and fishennen. The native negotiators saw the need for 
a new regime as requiring the creation of a forum In whl�h .• there would he an 
extension of the negotiations that were then underway. so that native peoples and 
gn\'ernmenls could continue lo negotiate policies and decision that would he 
acceptable to all parties. It was a posit ton which accepted compromise but sought 
sclf-goven1a11ce. 

The Initial position put by the Soctete de developpemenl de la Uale James. which was 
only after several weeks Joined al the negotiations by representatives from the 
go\'ernmenl, was that native people could control administration of the hunting. 
fishing. and trapping provisions, but that the regulatory aulho1ily would he 
govern menial. The native reply was that not only admtntslratlon. but control over t he 
formulation of the regime. should rest with regional or local native authorities. 

The idea of a -coordinated- decision-making process was proposed by representa
tives of the Soclete de dcveloppement de la B.."lle James and the mtnlstere du 1..olslr, 
de la Chasse et de la Peche (MLCP) as a response to this Impasse. 'I11e native parties 
suMestcd that a decision-making body made up of equal numbers of native and 
government representatives have decision-making power, so long as It operated 
under a set of criteria negotiated In the Agreement. 

111e MLCP representatives argued that the province had and would In future have the 
responsibility and the right to manage wildlife resources and their use. An Inuit 
representative Indicated that In the area north of the 55th parallel very little study. 
policing. or protection of w1ldlife had been done by Quebec, U1al he himself had never 
seen a game officer In the area, and that there appeared lo be very little responsibility 
felt by Quebec towards that area. His comments made clear that the negotiations 
were not solely a forum for recognizing existing authority. but rather one In which 
MLCP was In effect extending Its practical If not Its legal Jurisdiction. It was doing so 

both by claiming the right and the need to manage Northern wildlife resources, only 
a few of which had formerly been the object of government attention. and by 
reasserting Its right to manage the wildlife of the area of the Soclete de developpement 
de la Bale James municipality. an area In which the Soclete was asserting 
management rights In opposition to MLCP's. 

Consistent with this goaJ, the MLCP representatives argued that government 
regulation of the resources was essential, primarily because this was the only way 
to ensure the conservation of wildlife, given the competing claims of different user 
groups. They proposed a regime which would guarantee weighty and effective 
participation by native peoples through a coordinating body. a formula which they 
claimed would also safeguard the Interests of w1ldlife and of other user groups. 1bey 
affirmed that wildlife management had to assure the traditional activities of native 
people, and that these would have priority. They argued that big game. for example. 
required special protection because of low productivity. and that periodic technical 
research was essential for managing wtldllfe and harvest levels. 

In response to this Inflexible government position, the native negotiators sought to 
explore whether the possibilities for strengthening the coordinating body"s powers. 
and for limiting the exercise of governmental authority. could be sufficient to 
establish a potentially workable compromise. The strongest compromise which 
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could be achieved In the Agreement provided for equal representation on primarily 
consultative bodies, with the provincial and federal governments retaining final 
decision-making authority for most. but not all. Issues. However. this authority was 

constrained by a series of legally binding principles of dectslon-maktng which 
specified native needs and priorities. by the procedural specifications that required 
the government to receive advice before acting. and by the detailed regimes 
negotiated In the Agreement Itself. 1nls system does not directly challenge gm·ern
ment sovereignty. although It significantly constrains the exercise of that sover
eignty. 111e limits on government authority were established both by negotiating as 
detailed a regime as was commensurate with operational elTectlveness. so that 
decisions that had to be made on a day-to-day basis were as narrow as possible ln 
scope. and by establishing the rules and prtnclples within which governments would 
exercise their authortty. 

How, then, has this system worked ln practice? In particular. has II: a) provided new 
and elTectlve management and protection of wlklllfe : and b) establlsl 1ed a 1·eclprocal 
respect between native peoples and government-mandated wildlife managers? I will 
review each of these topics In point fonn, as above. 

1 Implementing the provisions of the Agreement has been a long process. and It Is 
stlll going on. Although a working group which was the forernnner of the Coordinat
ing Committee began meeting several months after the signing of the Agreement. and 
although a secretariat had been established within a year of the Agreement. the 
specific legislation lmplementlng the provisions of section 24 had to be drafted and 
commented on and negotiated word by word. and It was not passed uni II three years 
after the signing of the Agreement. 1ne preparation and discussion of the Internal 
by laws and working procedures of the Committee were begun before the lcglslat Ion 
was passed. but took an additional two years to complete. A similar period was 
required to fully establish the Committee's secretariat. Nevertheless. despite the 
considerable delays, U1e Coordinating Committee has been at work since about sLx 
monU1s after the signing of the Agreement, even though It took nearly sLx years to 
establish It fully at an organlzatlonal level. 

2 The demand for research and Information has been especially strong during the 
first decade of operation of the Committee. as expected. lnls reflects the fact, 
previously mentioned, that there was a relatively limited governmental presence In 
wtldllfe management In Northern Quebec prior to the signing of the Agreement. It also 
results from the fact that additional and new Information was needed to Implement 
the measures In the Agreement. and that the native peoples added new concerns to 
the agenda for wildlife management In the North. 

1nere were already some extensive wildlife research programs underway durtng this 
period as a result of the hydroelectric project. but they were primarily lnvelltortes and 
surveys. and they only parllally met the tnfonnaUon needs required for elTectlve 
wildlife management. Funding from Quebec appeared to limit the extent of research 
that MLCP and other Quebec agencies could undertake for management purposes 
and. as I will indicate below. pollUcal as well as financial Issues were at stake In this 
process. 

Many studies requested by the native people, and which seem both rea$onable and 
essential for effective management, either were not undertaken or were undertaken 
only after long delays. Indeed, for several years the Cree Regional Authority and 
Mak.ivik Corporation themselves funded a number of wildlife research projects aimed 
at using existing data to Identify and examine the Intensity of ullllzallon of certain 
�ldllfe populations thought possibly to require closer management. It ls Ironic. after 
the MLCP assertions durtng negotiations that effective wildlife management required 
technical skllls only available to governments, that during the first half-dozen years 
after the signing of the Agreement most of the new management-ortented research 
on Northern Quebec wildlife should have been done by and funded by native 
organizations. 
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Where the federal government was concerned. the number of species being managed 
was more limited and the obligations of the federal government In Quebec ranked 
higher on the list of political priorities. so more new research was funded. 

111e most Important feature of these studies has been the relationship Makivik has 
established with these research programs. When first approached to approve the 
proposed research, Inuit representatives refused, pending fuller discussions of the 
need for the research. Its objectives. and the means of conducting It. TI1ls In part 
reflected an often widespread discontent among native hunters with the way wildlife 
research was often conducted - not consulting native people or using native 
knowledge or skills. treating wildlife In a fashion that was olTenslve lo the native 
peoples (for example. drugging and tagging) - leading to undesirable and perceivable 
Impacts on the behaviour of the animals or the conduct of harvesting activities. 

Discussion between Makivlk and the government went beyond methods of research 
and established a more substantial Joint-project pmcess. The projects are designed 
to meet government and Inuit objectives and goals. they are contracted to Maklvlk 
for their Implementation. Inuit skills are used in the design of research tasks and 
methods. Maklvtk subcontracts to research organizations any work It cannot do In
house. and results are Jointly available and Jointly Interpreted. This was. In short. an 
Innovative step towards an effective form of cooperation In wlldllfe research. and a 
model for future research within and outside Northern Quebec. 

3 Since the signing of the Agreement. major revisions to wildlife legislation have 
been drafted or suggested by both governments and by each native party. Neverthe
less. I U1lrik It ls correct to say that the system of wildlife management In Northern 
Quebec has not changed fundamentally since the Agreement. This Is In some 
respects a positive outcome. as It suggests that native management continues to be 
generally effective and that what was needed was primarily a slow Intensification of 
existing governmental management structures. 

However. the other side of the coin ls that there has been a perceptible resistance lo 
changes In governmental management procedures, even when conservation of the 
resource Is the motivating pressure for action. The most strlk1ng characteristic of this 
Inaction has been Its apparent political nature: It appears that delay and procras
tination have become strategies In government pol:cy-making. 

For exam ple. the Cree and Inuit representatives on the Coordinating Committee have 
called for giving consideration to closer management of certain wildlife populations 
which they consider to be Intensively used and possibly over-utlltzed. 1ne most 
Important Instance of this has been the moose populations of the buffer zone. where 
Intensive harvesting by both Cree and non-natives occurs. In this area Cree requests 
for more management-oriented studies went largely unheeded over a period of 
several years. Even a recommendation supported by the Coordinating Committee 
was not followed. This was all the more puzzllng because as far back as 197 4, during 
the negotiations, MLCPofficlals expressed concern about the Intensity of use of these 
populations. Although funding was short. as the government argued. the Issue ls not 
simply one of available funds but rather of priorities In the allocation of existing 
funds. 

TI1ls ls demonstrated by the fact that the government did respond to these concerns 
twice. In the first case, following a scathing and unfounded article against Cree over
hunUng tn a hunting and fishing magazine. the MLCP. without consultation with the 
Cree, had conservation officers conduct an ill-designed survey of Cree camps. This 
project seemed directed at harassment. or at trying to document harvest levels, the 
significance of which could not be determined without the survey research on the 
moose populations which had been requested and Ignored. 

More recently, MLCP has initiated a survey of the moose populations of the region. 
but at the same tlme lt has conducted yet another ill-designed and harassing survey 
of Cree camps. This survey does not appear to be designed to respond to the Cree or 
Coordinating Committee requests. but It follows closely ln Its timing the expression 
of concerns by non-native residents of the region about Cree over-hunting, and 
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appears to be a response to this pressure .. I t  does not therefore appear to follow from 
conservaUon conslderaUons which have been discussed over many years In the 
Coordinating Committee, but rather from the new pollllcal pressure from the region. 
I t hink this case Is not unique, although It Is probably the most urgent from the point 
of view of conservation In the region. 

Several cases Indicate U1at wildlife-management decisions arc being mot ivated more 
by the politics of t he decision-making process than by the perceptions of conserva
tion needs and problems. Because a polit ical factor Is always a pa11 of administrat ive 
realit ies. the problem ls not that politics Is playing a role in decision- making. Poli t ics 
among government agencies and between governments and organ ized public 
hunters· groups Is nonnal. 111e problem ls t hat there appears to be a predominance 
of polit ical factors In wildl ife-management decisio n - making In Northern Quebec. to 
the det riment of conservation considerations. 

I do not of course mean t hat there arc not many deeply dedicated and concerned 
Individ uals within MLCP and associated with.the .Coordinat ing c,uumlt tee. but their 
voices have not consistently prevailed In dcparffiiental decision- making. My review 
of the wildlife -management decisions taken to date Indicates that government 
decision-making In t he last decade i n  Northcn1 Quebec has been dominated by 
political rather than conservat ion considerat ions. Fort unatcly. most wild life popu
lations arc doing well and are not In danger, but what will happen as populat ions do 
require Join t - managcmcnt considera tion? 

4 While management of the major problem wildlife populations happens to fall 
under Q uebec's responsibility. some concerns e�xist with respect to federal Issues as 
well. Canada and Quebec are responsible under the Agreement for bringing the 
Icglslallve and regulatory regimes of the governments Into confonnlly with the 
provisions of the Agreemen t ,  and this Includes seeking changes to International 
agreements. This process took several years but Is now substan t ially complete. wit h  
one exception - the Migratory Ulrds Conven t ion and I t s  Implement ing Act. 1ne 
convention between Canada and the United States precludes a legal spring waterfowl 
hunt, although these provisions have not generally been enforced In the north of 
Canada or In the United States. These provisions directly con flict  with the native right 
to harvest. and the native people speclfically state In the Agreement that they do not 
accept application of these provisions. Canada ls obliged by t he Agreement to seek 
a change to the Migratory Birds Convention. Canada says that a protocol which 
would help to alleviate this anomaly Is held up In the United States. Contacts with 
colleagues In the United States I nd icate that they are be ing told that It Is held up In 
Canada. I do not know the actual reasons for the delays. but I t  Is possible t ha t  neither 
government has been pressing forward with full vigour. desiring to delay a change 
while keeping an eye on discussions with native groups elsewhere. Whatever the 
cause, this serious anomaly has now continued on the books for a decade. 

5 Enforcement of the Agreement regime and the control of non -native hunting and 
fishing. outfitting Included. have been the slowest and most controversial aspects of
Implementation. 

The training of native conservation officers was delayed u ntil  1980-8 l by a lack of
special funding. and after training. permanent full-time employment was not readily 
available, again due to funding. Today there Is still a shortage of enforcement officers 
In the territory. As a result. the conservation ofresources and the control ofvlolatlons 
of existing regulations are Inadequate. A more or less steady flow of reports from the 
native communities Indicates the existence of problems and violations. especially but 
not solely by non-native workers In the territory. which have largely gone without 
etrectlve response. This makes It clear that the special funding which ls needed to 
tmplement the provlslons of the Agreement has not been set aside by governments. 

Whereas enforcement and changes to the management regime have been delayed, It 
ls noteworthy that those changes to the regime which have been implemented by 
Quebec are primarily changes which provide fo r  Increased use of the wildlife of the 
territory by non-natives. Thus. along with the increased access provided by the road 
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and communications networks being built for development purposes. sport h unters 
and fishermen have been aided by the elimination of some wildlife reserves and by 
Increases and extensions In certain bag limits. seasons. and zones. While these 
measures are not Inappropriate per se. In the context of the failure to effectively 
monitor the condition of key game resources and In the context of the failure to 
Implement the out fit t ing provisions of the Agreement (discussed In the next section) , 
they const itute a consist ent pattern of failure to regulate and control non-nat ive 
hunting and fishing. and emphasize t he failure to fully Implement protection for 
either wildlife or native uses and priorities. 

6 With respect to outritt lng. the right of first refusal established by the Agreement 
In favour of the native people has been a subject of confrontation and legal action over 
several years. 111e express provisions In the Agreement.  supported by MLCP at the 
time. that outfilt lng should be developed both as a means to native economic 
development and as a means of facllitat lng controlled access to the wildlife resources 
of the territory by non- natives. have not been fulfilled. '  

Quebec and Its Crown corporations have clearly sought to reinterpret these 
provisions of the Agreeme n t .  as a declaratory Judgment In Superior Court against 
their i11 terprelatlon has indicated. Nevertheless, following the ruling there has been 
little active progress towards Implementation of the provisions, and some govern 
m e n t  agents appear to have facilitated outfitters' and potential outfitters' avoiding 
them. 

111ese provisions have had a truly sordid history of non-Implementation by the 
government of Quebec, one which I will not dwell on furt her except to note that the 
existence of such Intentional violations of provisions of the Agreement has Implica
tions for ot her negotiated agreements be tween native people and the governments 
Involved. These cases suggest that not only are political pressures more significant 
In present decision - making than managemen t  and conservation considerations but 
also. at least In regard to certain aspects of the Implementation process. that political 
pressures arc more Important than legal obligations and negotiated compromises. 

In short. the conservation of wildlife has not been · assured by the Agreement. 
primarily because of incom plete Implementation by governments. 

7 The Coordinating Committee Is an innovative concept. and one which is now 
being tried elsewhere In the Canadian North. As a new kind of institution. it was 
almost inevitable that 1t should go through a long process of development. 

The concept of a relationship between native people and governments based on 
coordi nated decision- making was not at first recognized by government representa
tives as constituting a new kind of process. Thus. governments took decisions and 
acted without doing anything more than passing on Information or comment to the 
Coordinat Ing Committee. Th is process worked j ust as In the past. and consultation 
occurred in the same fashion as it did with various fish and game associations - that 
is. the consultation was .seen to be outside the formal and l�gal decision-making 
process. and was seen as a voluntary gesture of good faith by government represen
tatives. Because the process Is voluntary and external. consultation does not take 
place until the policy change has been extensively studied and formulated. and 
usually after a strong commitment has been made to the changes by senior 
administrators. As a result. the consultation Is often just a rubber-stamp operation. 
and there is usually l ittle chance t() shape the major thrust of the policy. On the 
several occasion when there have been strong counter-recommendations from the 
Coordinating Committee consulting process. they have been ignored by govern
ments. If the native people consulted wish to have more of an impact than this. then 
the burden Is on them to mount a major public campaign to change the direction of 
this policy. 

The Coordinating Committee process was supposed to be different. because it ls a 
legally binding formal process of consultation with a comprehensive structure and 
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a clear place in the governmental decision-making process. Nevertheless. during the 
early years it was common for government poltcy decisions not to be referred to the 
Committee. or to be referred at such a late date that elTecttve coordination of the 
native Inputs to the decision-making process was difficult or impossible. 

Over time. some ofthe members of the Coordinating Committee have tended to move 
toward an understanding of the legal provisions governing the Committee which Is 
closer to that Intended at the negotiations. and the participation of the Coordinating 
Committee In decision-making may with time become more effective. Uut the change 
has been slow. and progress to date has been difficult to judge. Nevertheless. despite 
the signs of progress to come, the rapid turnover of membership and the very 
Innovative character of the process have worked against the establishment of a 
completely effective process. In each of the last few years. major legislation. and even 
regulations directly Implementing parts of the Agreement. have been given legal effect 
without consultation. 

8 The deliberations In the Coordinating Committee and the decisions of lhe govern
ment do also Involve numerous examples of elTectlve respect and cooperation 
between native and government representatives. but there Is all loo frequently an 
element of paternalism and a colonial mentality In tl1e governments' dealings. one 
which refuses real equal participation of and respect for native representatives. The 
paternalism Is partly a function of some of the Individuals Involved. but It Is also 
apparent In government policy and decisions. 111ts was demonstrated when a wildlife 
survey was conducted shortly after a protest by non-native sportsmen. although for 
years such a survey was refused when requested by the native peoples and the 
Coordinating Committee. It Is as If the animals on which native people depend. or the 
concerns for wildlife they express. are not as Important as those arising from 
government staff or from other sectors of the non-native public. lnls Is the sense In 
which native hunters thought they would be establishing a new relationship with the 
governments when signing the Agreement - that U1ey would be heard with respect 
and would participate effectively in regional decision -making. lnere arc as yet no 
clear signs that they are respected or are participating as equals. 

9 On this issue It may be Instructive to compare the Cree Income Security Board 
with the Coordinating Committee. The Board. like the Coordinating Committee. Is 
compr!sed half cf government and half of nat!ve rep:-esentath•es. but 1:1 contrast to 
the Committee. the Board has broad powers to make decisions within the general 
structure of section 30 of the Agreement and its implementing legislation. 1ne Board 
also has a formal status separate from both government and native organizations. 
and a secure budget with an adequate administrative staff of about ten people. 
In dud Ing staff In each Cree community. compared to the Coordinating Committee's 
under-funded staff of two. 

The Board appears to have generally struck a better balance of Interests. and has 
made a more autonomous and effective set of decisions than has the Coordinating 
Committee. at least to date. More members of the Board have developed strong and 
long-standing commitments to t!ie organl.zation and Its mandate. Disagreements are 
more effectively negotiated at tlie Board. and the decisions taken by the Board deal 
practically and in a timely fashion with the problems the Board addresses. whereas 
the Coordinating Committee often fails to take decisions. or has Its recommendations 
Ignored or delayed by governments. 

Now. these differences certainly relate In part to the differences In the mandates of 
the two groups. Both have to deal with applying the Agreement and the relevant 
legislation to rapidly changing circumstances, and both have to see that decisions 
promote and conserve broad social or environmental Interests and values respec
tively. but the Board does not deal with a situation of direct competing claims for 
resources. and in that respect Its decisional environment Is somewhat less compli
cated. The Board's decisions are probably therefore less often controversial. It Is also 
probably true that because the Board's decisions are explicitly about funding. It finds 
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It easier to have Its decisions treated as weighty by government pollcymakers. 
whereas decisions on wildlife resources carry less weight outside the responsible 
departments. 

Nevertheless. these differences do not explain all the differences In t he quality o f  the 
decisions made . I am led to speculate t ha t  I ts more extensive decision - making 
authority a nd the greater a u tonomy oflls organiza t iona l  st ru ct u re from depar t me n 
t a l  bureaucracies may a lso b e  major factors In t h e  relat ively h igher responsl hllity a nd 
respect wi t h  which the Board has conducted I t s  mandate. 

The Coord i na t i ng Commit tee has devoted most of I t s  t ime and energies to e.xcluslvcly 
administ ra t ive a nd lcgallstlc Issues. rat her than primarily to Issues relat i ng direc-t ly 
to the management and use of wildlife.  ·11 1 1s Is bo t h  a symptom of the lack of a u t hority 
and direct ion. and I t se l f  a ca use for d lsllluslon mc n t  and further loss of aut hori ty In 
the eyes of governmen t  ad ministra tors. nat ive peoples In t he vil lages. and the 
members oft  he Com mi l tee t hemsclvcs. ·111c Commit tee there fore has a low profile In 
the region a nd wit h in governme n t .  and Its membership Is often fr ust rated and 
disenchanted .  Both nat ive part ici pants and government wildl i fe managers tend to 
find the legal and administ rative focus of Commit tee act ivities somewhat removed 
from Immed iate and pract ical concerns. ther·eby d iminishing t heir own s t a t u s .  
expertise, and commitment.  I nst ead of playing a leading role I n  t he developme n t  o f  
effect ive wildlife manageme n t  In the t e rritory. t he Committee reacts to l n i t ia t i\·es 
arising elsewhere. and In t his respect It has dearly failed lo fu lfil l  I ts origi nal 
mandate. 

If  this concl usion Is correct.  I t  suggests that the type of com promises being t ried In 
the concept of the Coordin a t ing Commi t t ee may have distinct l lmltat lons. I lowever. 
It may be too soon to reach a conclusion: t he Impleme n t a t ion process has been so 

slow that  I t  may only be at some later date t ha t  t he l lmltat lons a nd possibil i t ies wlll  
become dear. 
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In summary. then. I think much has been accomplished In U1e Implementation of t he Summary and Evaluation 
hunting. fishing. and trapping provisions of the Agreement. but much remains to be 
done If we take as U1e criteria of success the protection and e nhancement of bot h the 
wildlife of the region and the hunting societies of the na t ive peoples. '!1Je changes t h a t  
are stlll required will. I n  m y  view. Involve not only the comple tion of t h e  long process 
of Implementing the Agreement. but also of finding means to modify or extend 
provisions so as to better accomplish the goals and objectives clearly stated by the 
parties In the Agreement Itself. 

In particular. l think that governments have not given consistent enough priority to 
their self-declared responslb111tles toward wildlife orto the negotiated responslblll
Ues to effect a new relationship with the native people. based on full and mutual 
respect and on coordinated decision-making. 

Native people have on occasion contributed their share to the shortcomings. but 
since the burden of authority Is on the governments' sld�. so the burden of 
responsibility must fal l  t he re too. Possibly It will only be through a more effective and 
equal sharing of both rights and responslbllltles that the goals agreed upon ten years 
ago may be achieved. 

At the community and hunter level. the hunting way of life has more than survived 
these ten years: it has been e nhanced and strengthened. and It has been partially 
tnsulated from the direct Impacts of the shortcomings of the coordinated declslon
maklng process. Nevertheless. Individual hu nters have suffered Irremediable dam
ages. and the longer-term prospects remain clouded. Assuring the native hunting 
societies a future will depend on a fuller Implementation of the goals set out in the 
Agreement. 0 
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Thank you Harvey. Si Jai <lit que Harvey Feit etalt courageux d'avolr accepte ce 
dell. 11 faut que Je reconnalsse aussi le courage du Dr Moisan qul a accepte de 
commenter le texte de Harvey. Le Dr Moisan a negocle au nom du gouvernement 
du Quebec le regime de chasse. de peche et de plegeage contenu au chapltre 24 
de la Convention. II est presentement secretalre adjolnt au SAGMAI. 
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